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GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME

• Tenure insecurity is a serious problem in many countries
• Multiple causes, tens of millions of people affected annually
• Rapid urbanisation significantly compounds the challenge
• Legacy of colonialism a major contributor
• Majority of people are “off register” – their rights are both un-

recognised and unprotected 
• Many people face a cycle of repeat evictions
• Individuals, families and communities struggle with constant 

uncertainty and fear, and an inability to establish a 
sustainable livelihood base

• Effects include social exclusion, dislocation, deepening 
poverty

• Negative impacts reverberating throughout all of  society

TENURE INSECURITY, EVICTION, POVERTY
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Only a ‘third world’ problem, 
right?

“In in 2016, there were about 2.3 
million evictions filed across 
America. That's four evictions 
filed every single minute. And 
let's just put that number into 
perspective. That's how many 
foreclosure starts were 
happening in 2009 at the height 
of the crisis. So it's as if renters 
are facing foreclosure-level 
crises every single year in this 
country.”
-- Matthew Desmond, author of 
Evicted, 2017 Pulitzer winner

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME

Photo: Jean du Plessis, GLTN, UN-Habitat
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GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME

• Many positive initiatives in response
• Ongoing struggles by individuals, families and communities
• Some progressive Constitutions, policies, 

laws and programmes at country level
• International human rights framework 

in place
• Recognition of importance of tenure 

security in the SDG commitments and 
the New Urban Agenda

• Yet the challenge remains enormous, often seeming 
intractable

• The processes are dynamic and change is rapid
• How do we get ahead of the curve?

SEARCH FOR SOLUTIONS

“Learning must be equal to or greater than the 
rate of change”

“There can be no learning without action, and 
no (sober and deliberate) action without 
learning”

-- Reg Revans

HOW DO WE GET AHEAD OF THE CURVE?
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WHERE, AND HOW, ARE WE LOOKING?

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMMEFINDING BETTER WAYS OF LOOKING
Are we:
• Using appropriate normative, theoretical and analytical 

frameworks?
• Incorporating all relevant technical, social and human 

aspects?
• Including fully inclusive conceptual and interpretative lenses?
• Involving the full range of relevant disciplines & professions?
• Engaging with all relevant role players and networks?
• Recognising the active agency and being guided by the 

struggles of those directly affected?
• Understanding the role of land markets?
• Identifying the beneficiaries of current dysfunction?
• Fully tackling the political dimension?
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GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMMESTUCK IN A TENURE BINARY?

• Land tenure is frequently conceptualised in binary 
terms: formal/informal, legal/extra-legal, 
secure/insecure, de facto/de jure

• However, in practice a wide and complex spectrum 
of appropriate and legitimate tenure arrangements 
exists, in any given context 

• Recognition of this important reality has been part of 
a global paradigm shift on tenure over the past 
decade or more

• The continuum of land rights approach to land 
tenure is part of this shift
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GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMMEPARADIGM SHIFT

This shift has been prompted by a combination of factors, 
including 
• The difficulties experienced by many governments to meet 

their obligations and duties to respect, protect and fulfill the 
land-related human rights of their citizens, in particular those 
who are poor  

• The failure of many conventional land administration systems 
to make headway in recognising and recording land tenure 
rights

• The ongoing struggles of countless communities across the 
globe for greater tenure security

• The support work of a variety of national, regional and 
international organisations, institutions, professions

•

PARADIGM SHIFT
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THE GLOBAL LAND TOOL NETWORK
Formed in 2006, GLTN is a growing multi-disciplinary, multi-
sector coalition of more than 75 international land actors 
concerned with rural and urban land issues

We use an inclusive approach to land tenure supported by land 
tools: practical, innovative methods which, combining technical, 
social and human dimensions, help to solve problems related to 
land.

We develop, test, demonstrate and disseminate these tools 
through our Network.

Though our partnerships, we have ongoing programmes in a 
number of focus countries, including Uganda, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Nepal, the Philippines, Kenya and Zambia

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME
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WHY FOCUS ON TENURE SECURITY?

Increased tenure security can:
o Help overcome land, housing and livelihood 

inequalities
o Promote equity, inclusion and the realisation of  

human rights
o Promote food security, entrepreneurship and 

sustainable development
o Facilitate provision of essential facilities, services and 

quality of life
o Reduce physical insecurity and conflict
o Reduce forced eviction, corruption, ‘land grabbing’ 
o Overcome wide-spread discrimination against women 
o Create livelihood options for youth
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THE CHALLENGE

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME
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RELIANCE ON OTHER ‘REGISTERS’
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RECOGNISING THE COMPLEXITY
• Legal / de jure tenure security - the legal status of 

tenure and its protection backed up by state 
authority

• De facto tenure security - the actual control of land 
and residential property, regardless of the legal 
status in which it is held (the length of time of 
occupation, its socially accepted legitimacy, the level 
and cohesion of community organization)

• Perceived / experienced tenure security - an 
individual’s or group’s experience of their tenure 
situation or their estimate probability that their land 
rights will not be lost

Source: HABITAT III, Issue Paper 9

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME
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SO WHAT IS THE CONTINUUM?

• The continuum of land rights is not a theory
• It is rather a powerful concept, or metaphor to assist 

land actors to understand and work with this rich land 
tenure diversity 

• Developed over a decade and undergoing constant 
research, review and improvement

• It serves as a LENS which helps us to see what is 
actually there

• Rights to land are regarded as lying on a continuum 
between ‘informal’ and ‘formal’

• In practice this encompasses a wide and complex 
spectrum of  overlapping, often fluid, yet legitimate rights
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THE CONTINUUM OF LAND RIGHTS

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME
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AN INCLUSIVE APPROACH

• Tenure can take a variety of forms along this continuum
… documented as well as undocumented, formal as well as 
informal, for individuals as well as groups, including 
pastoralists, and residents of slums and other settlements, 
which may be legal or extra-legal …

• The rights do not lie on a single line, and they may overlap
• Registered freehold should not be seen as the preferred or 

ultimate form – it is one of a number of appropriate and 
legitimate forms (customary, leasehold, group tenure, others)

• The most appropriate form depends on context
• There is often movement between forms of tenure

(See: Handling Land, GLTN 2012)
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GROWING ACCEPTANCE WORLDWIDE
The continuum concept and approach are increasingly 
visible in key resolutions, statements, tools, programmes, 
law and practice, including:

o Land Policy Initiative Framework and Guidelines on Land Policy 
in Africa (2010)

o UN-Habitat Governing Council Resolution, April 2011 (GC 23/17) 
o Land Governance Assessment Framework, or LGAF (WB)
o Namibian Flexible Land Tenure Act, 2012
o Voluntary Guidelines (FAO and others – governance of all forms 

of legitimate tenure)
o Social Tenure Domain Model concept and tool (GLTN partners)
o Fit-for-Purpose Land Administration approach (FIG, WB, others)
o Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 1.4.2
o Habitat III – New Urban Agenda specifically refers to tenure 

security and the continuum of land and property rights

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME

FACILITATED BY:

PART OF OUR MANDATE

We commit to promote, at the appropriate level of 
government, including sub-national and local government, 

increased security of tenure for all, recognizing the 
plurality of tenure types, and to develop fit-for-purpose, 
and age-, gender-, and environment-responsive solutions 
within the continuum of land and property rights, with 
particular attention to security of land tenure for women as 

key to their empowerment, including through effective 
administrative systems. 

-- Habitat III: New Urban Agenda, para 35
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KEY INGREDIENTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

o As part of the continuum approach to tenure security it is 
necessary to develop a regulatory environment, as well as set 
up administration and land records systems to support; and to 
find or develop supportive tools to implement

o A continuum of land rights can be said to have been 
implemented in a particular country situation once:
 the full spectrum of formal, informal and customary rights are 

catered for within the land information management system; 
and 

 the range of rights in the country constitutes legally enforceable 
claims which can be asserted and defended in a forum such as 
a court

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME

FACILITATED BY:

o With adequate administrative and legal recognition and 
support, the abovementioned practices and systems would 
have great potential to improve security of tenure

o GLTN’s approach to land recognises the important of 
identifying the more fundamental changes needed for those 
de facto rights to be brought into a de jure continuum which is 
known, recognised, administered and protected at local and 
national level

o A good entry point is to first work out how tenure works in a 
specific context. Based on local research we can produce 
evidence-based, context specific diagrams reflecting rich 
and varied local tenure arrangements on which to build 
strategies

BUILDING ON WHAT IS THERE
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GLTN RESEARCH IN SOUTHERN AFRICA found evidence 
of a diversity of deep-rooted and emerging practices and 
systems already in place, including:

o Witnessed right to land
o Locally documented right to land - social legitimacy
o Familial / Marital right to land
o Administratively documented right to land – official recognition 
o Occupation rights / permission to occupy
o Customary land right
o Group rights to land
o De facto rights of possession
o Forms of leasehold
o Individual private ownership / freehold

DIVERSITY OF DEEP-ROOTED PRACTICES

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME
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CONTEXT SPECIFIC: HUAMBO, ANGOLA
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CONTEXT SPECIFIC: NAMIBIA

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME
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CONTEXT SPECIFIC: SOUTH AFRICA
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CONTEXT SPECIFIC: SYRIA

GLTN BRIEFING AND PROGRAMME

“Wicked land related problem situations are complex, 
continually changing, public policy contexts which 
have ethical and political dimensions and, in land 

contexts, they have strong emotional dimensions. In 
contrast to tame problem situations, where solutions 

based on clear objectives are possible and the critical 
success factors for these solutions exist or can be 
created, wicked problem contexts are resolved (as 

opposed to solved) over and over again as there is no 
optimum solution.” 

Barry and Augustinus, 
UN-Habitat 2015: vii, xx)

THIS IS NOT EASY
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THANK YOU!


